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EASTEY’S PROFESSIONAL SERIES
EB25A AUTOMATIC BUNDLER
September 21, 2017, Brooklyn Park, MN – Eastey Enterprises, a leading manufacturer of Lsealers, sleeve wrappers, shrink tunnels and bundling equipment, introduces the Professional
Series EB25A for packaging a variety of products.

Eastey’s automatic bundlers are welded on ¼” cold rolled steel frames and are designed to
handle the day to day abuse of most bundling applications. Each bundler utilizes two rolls of
single wound film mounted on the same side of the machine with upper and lower power film
unwind for ease of use. The 25” wide hot knife seal system provides a consistent “Bulls-eye”
closure on most polyolefin, polyethylene, and PVC shrink films and pneumatic hold provides
consistent pressure for a consistent seal.

The EB25 features a 12” product pass through height to accommodate up to 11” tall products.
With EB25’s soft start infeed and exit feed conveyance system, users will not need to worry
about products shifting as they pass the seal head. Additionally, the automatic bundler’s small
61.5”W x 41.8”L x 71.3”H footprint allows for easier integration onto a factory floor.

The Professional Series EB25A Bundler is available now through Eastey Enterprises network
of authorized distributors. Sales inquiries can be directed to Joshua Nelson, Eastey
Enterprises, 7041 Boone Avenue, Brooklyn Park, MN 55428, 1-800-835-9344.

Eastey operates as a subsidiary of Engage Technologies Corporation, parent company of
Squid Ink, Eastey Enterprises, AFM, and Cogent Technologies. Squid Ink
(www.squidink.com) is a leading manufacturer of superior quality inks and ink jet printing
equipment. American Film & Manufacturing (www.afmsleeves.com) manufactures and
supplies shrink sleeves and shrink labeling solutions. Cogent Technologies (www.cogent-
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tech.com) manufactures infrared drying systems used to dry ink in the industrial and graphics
industries.
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